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Quick Scan Aspect Key
The longer the bar, the slower the aspecting planet and the longer the aspect's duration.
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28Òœ25'
01 Mar ¡ Â ¡ 01:47 am EST Tran-Nat
A good time to wind up projects, particularly emotional ones; this point of completion bears
the next month's beginnings and allows you to regear to start things up anew. Look ahead at
the next few days to see how quickly to reengage or just take a break. Consult your Lunar
Return chart to see what the next month will bring.
00Ò‘00'
01 Mar ¡ Â ‘ 04:19 am EST Tran-Tran
You're entering a phase of emotional directness and impulsiveness now, one marked by
forceful and powerful feelings. Emotional beginnings, a fresh start, perhaps the establishment
of new habit patterns - make sure they're good ones, because they'll set the tone for you for
quite some time to come!
10Òœ43'
01 Mar ¢ Â ¨ 06:02 am EST Tran-Tran
A feeling of explosive urgency is in the air, and you can fall into some serious personal
discovery if you ride that wave. You can also get into some heated debate in a flash as
there's an all-or-nothing tinge to events that resist reining in. Exploit the moment, but wait on
pursuing it further until heads cool.
01Ò‘40'
01 Mar ¡ Å ¬ 06:58 am EST Tran-Nat
Getting noticed and getting the job done may not seem to go hand in hand, as personal
issues may overlap professional obligations. Don't expect the best of both worlds, but make
sure you get your piece of each. Personal and partner issues will dominate for the moment.
You can pick up on the rest later.
05Ò“55'
01 Mar ¥ Ã ¥ 08:55 am EST Tran-Nat
It's just about now that you're getting a bit fed up with your present position, direction, and job
and are starting to look for a new direction. Look well, plan now, and focus its realization for
your next Mars cycle return in about a year. However, don't slack off, as completing what
you're doing now is critical to your next move.
03Ò‘22'
01 Mar ¡ Â - 09:42 am EST Tran-Nat
This is a really good time of the month to get noticed, so get out there and take charge.
Things will generally get busier, reserve extra time on your schedule for unanticipated
appointments or prolonged, profitable personal engagements. The spotlight turns up, and
you're on stage -- perform!
03Ò‘22'
01 Mar ¡ Â 01 09:42 am EST Tran-Nat
Monthly lunar peak gives momentary boost to ego and confidence, a brief reminder of how
good you can be when you're on. Observation now will let you do it with greater regularity -shine, but remember how you did it so it becomes a habit.
05Ò‘26'
01 Mar ¡ Ä § 01:02 pm EST Tran-Tran
There's a certain stability in the general atmosphere that makes it safe to say what you feel,
but not too much. Conservation of emotion might be the phrase. It's a time to be mutually
reassuring, rather than wildly supportive; projects launched will be stable, though, perhaps not
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very showy.

05Ò‘55'
01 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 01:49 pm EST Tran-Nat
This is a good time to establish your physical stride at its best, a broad, loping run that eats
up the miles of life. Pick a preferred pace that you can live up to, and your energy level will
actually rise and your accomplishments blossom. Wise, intuitive decisions make you fuel
efficient with energy to burn.
06Ò‘02'
01 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 01:59 pm EST Tran-Tran
A firm, easy gait marks the day if you let the energy around you carry you along without
questioning it too much. That will be the general spirit of things, and if you join in it can get
you into situations with staying power that do not need extra energy to sustain long-term. Let
the general pace set yours.
10Ò‘05'
01 Mar ¡ Â § 08:33 pm EST Tran-Nat
Sudden realization of overall requirements and dimensions can give you a better handle on
what's really. Clear demands are more easily met and you know where you stand when the
possible and impossible are sorted out. Limitations become clear, so they become easier to
work around.
14Ò‘37'
02 Mar ¡ Ã £ 03:54 am EST Tran-Nat
It's a time for counterintuitive solutions, so think outside of the box, that is likely where the
answers lie. If it feels right, it's probably not, so don't jump to conclusions based on a hunch.
Bat ideas and feelings back and forth and look at both sides of the issue before you reach to
a final conclusion.
18Ò‘11'
02 Mar ¡ Æ © 09:45 am EST Tran-Tran
Words may convey a bit more emotional meaning than usual, as under-the-radar
communication makes inner messages clear. Spiritual deeds are done without a second
thought and life as usual has a certain glow. Filling out earlier-imagined schemes pays off and
keeping good company comes with ease.
26Òœ55'Ñ
02 Mar £ Ó
03:28 pm EST Tran-Tran
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 12th House
For the next three weeks you may feel like you're waiting for things to come together, but you
don't know exactly what they are. Kind of like watching a row of seeds you've planted -- you
hope something is happening, but it's hard to tell. Events for you are, in fact, restructuring
themselves behind the scenes, and you may be in for some surprises when all is resolved.
Your best course is to make as few assumptions as possible and don't bet on the same old
horses. Be open to your own intuitive hunches and be ready to jump aboard a new
bandwagon when it suddenly materializes. It may come from closer than you think and from
those you might have taken for granted.
24Ò‘21'
02 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 07:56 pm EST Tran-Nat
Sometimes you just know it's right and jump without hesitation. Right now that can put you
well ahead of the game, as a good sense of what will work finds something sensible to work
with. The general feeling all around is that your plan is the best one, so take advantage and
move as far as you can.
02 Mar ¡ Ä ª 11:37 pm EST Tran-Tran
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A sure confidence that all will be well, whatever happens, fills the air, and faith in yourself and
others is exactly what will make that come true. A great day for starting things that require
sustained confidence and follow-through. Mutual assurance breeds conviction and a platform
for all to share.

27Ò‘41'
03 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 01:29 am EST Tran-Nat
Ask and you shall receive. 'Tis the season, while it lasts (for a day or so), so if you want it, go
for it. Part of it is about intuitively knowing just what to ask for, what's really available, and
who's in the mood for giving. Go with your feelings and you'll be surprised at what's at your
command.
28Òš25'
03 Mar ¤ Æ ¡ 02:35 am EST Tran-Nat
The minute graces of intimacy please the most -- those small, knowing gestures that tell all
while saying nothing in particular. Share your opinion, share your heart, and open your
invitations to others' inner circles. All you need to do to gain acceptance is quietly say yes and
the rest will take care of itself.
28Ò‘25'
03 Mar ¡ Å ¤ 02:43 am EST Tran-Tran
Watch out for conflicting goals and energy-wasting diminishing returns today. What may
seem like deceit could be just mixed emotions, or vice versa. Rather than jump into a stewpot,
let it boil a bit and see if it simmers down. When all get more certain of what they want, it will
be easier to move in concert together.
00Ò’00'
03 Mar ¡ Â ’ 05:23 am EST Tran-Tran
A feeling of being at peace and stable on the emotional level comes into prominence at this
time. Stability and permanence satisfy a deep emotional need. Music is likely to play a more
important role for you than usual, and a period of material acquisition can satisfy a deep
yearning to be free from want.
01Ò’40'
03 Mar ¡ Ä ¬ 08:11 am EST Tran-Nat
Health and wealth conspire to put you on the map, so tend your resources and they will tend
you. Fitness and energy is as important as what's in your wallet, and that alone can give you
the appearance of success. Make sure the daily routine is fine-tuned and you'll be hearing
about it from admirers.
05Ò’19'
03 Mar ¡ Å § 02:23 pm EST Tran-Tran
Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if you run into something that displeases, just drop it -don't push it past the edge. People are feeling insecure, so avoid encouraging any negativity
you encounter. New directions are not in order, as they won't go far, so wait just a bit longer to
start your engine.
10Ò’53'
03 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 11:54 pm EST Tran-Tran
A good day for small adventures, but don't push it into weirdness. New tastes and
experiences are easy to come upon and, once tried, may stick with you for a longtime.
Nothing ventured, nothing gained, but don't sell the farm on a hunch. The environment is
volatile but not threatening, sort of a gently bouncing ride.
13Ò’40'
04 Mar ¡ Æ ¢ 04:45 am EST Tran-Tran
Taking it easy and letting things happen will let opportunities continue to grow that are already
underway. Situations beginning now will be cooperative and helpful to you as they progress.
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A general atmosphere of getting along together prevails and will continue to if you just go with
the flow.

15Ò’08'
04 Mar ¡ Â 02 07:17 am EST Tran-Nat
Lunar finance peak brings a flurry of monetary activity, perhaps a quick find or mini-crisis, but
it passes quickly. Keep its brevity in mind so you don't lay heavy bets on a passing fancy,
unless other longer-range cycles are much in focus with this as trigger.
18Ò’16'
04 Mar ¡ Å © 12:45 pm EST Tran-Tran
Mirages may pop up at any time, even if you're not in the desert. Feelings and internal visions
can get muddled, and emotional miscommunication, either unintended or on purpose, may
get in the way. Misentanglements can snowball, so be ready to cut loose and try again later.
Avoid long-term commitments.
04 Mar ¦ Ó
01:11 pm EST Tran-Tran
Jupiter Stationary Retrograde in 08th House

18Ò˜52'Ñ

18Ò’52'
04 Mar ¡ Ã ¦ 01:48 pm EST Tran-Tran
Rip tides of emotion swing and sway today, so make sure you don't get carried away in the
undertow. The surroundings are turbulent but highly positive, so in order to pick up on them
you may have to tighten your focus -- be ready to hop on board as the train rushes past.
When it's over, it leaves everyone breathless.
20Ò’38'
04 Mar ¡ Ä ª 04:55 pm EST Tran-Nat
There's a feeling that the Force is with you, and if you lay back and let circumstances float
your boat, it most certainly is. Simply will away obstacles and they will crumble in your path.
Envision what you need and it will appear for you right on time. Have faith, and you will have
had reason to.
26Òœ35'Ñ
04 Mar £ Å ª 05:31 pm EST Tran-Tran
Forceful arguments have less weight, the more you put into them. Pounding debates only
exhaust their participants. Attacking the issue will wind up destroying it. Yet, that's the general
inclination, so when in doubt, just say go. Hightail it to some seclusion where you can wait out
the battle, then pick up others' pieces.
22Ò’09'
04 Mar ¡ Ã © 07:36 pm EST Tran-Nat
Your usual clarity may come only in fits and starts as the inner dream world surfaces
occasionally and distracts the mind while inspiring the heart. If you are quick, you can use
one state of mind to draw out the other -- or they can just trip each other up before either
really gets going. See what you can do.
24Ò’21'
04 Mar ¡ Å ¦ 11:31 pm EST Tran-Nat
Resist the temptation to overdo, physically or emotionally, to the point of diminishing returns.
It's easy to trip wearing seven-league boots, so if you're not steady on the first step or two,
downsize or wait to proceed until you've got your balance. Your initial take will require
refinement, so don't expect to score with your first shot.
24Ò’51'
05 Mar ¡ Ä ¨ 00:25 am EST Tran-Nat
Taking the unbeaten path can net you a short cut that saves time and money, so think your
way out of the box and don't be afraid to take an original leap. If you keep your feet on the
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ground, you can be a lightning rod for new ideas that will go to the bank with your name on
them. It's that ten percent inspiration time, sublet the 90 percent perspiration to someone else.

25Ò’21'
05 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 01:18 am EST Tran-Nat
The Moon is in your element, and so are you. Like minds and hearts gravitate toward you -together you could rule the world, or ought to. Use this smooth energy to make big strides,
conquer new ground so you'll be in ever better position when the situation is less ideal. Make
time.
26Ò’27'
05 Mar ¡ Æ £ 03:15 am EST Tran-Tran
If things seem to be running smoothly around you, they are, so let them. Clear
understandings established now will have legs and serve you well as long as you don't push
them. Staying on the conservative side and reconfirming old patterns has more potential than
trying to emotionally break the mold.
00Ò›00'
05 Mar ¤ Â › 03:39 am EST Tran-Tran
A love for the unusual, a distaste for stodgy old rules and conventions, a feeling that you're
above the petty bourgeois stuff and nonsense: that's what a new cycle brings into your life
now. ("I love humanity; it's people I can't stand!") Unconventional romantic and social
connections are likely at a time like this.
27Ò’41'
05 Mar ¡ Å ¤ 05:27 am EST Tran-Nat
Chasing after gain may give you cause to complain, as getting what/whom you want at the
desired where and when just leads to one complication after another. You may have to settle
for second best or some sort of compromise, unless you're willing to wait and do without and
see if it all comes together later.
28Ò’25'
05 Mar ¡ Æ ¡ 06:46 am EST Tran-Nat
Your sense of the situation is probably pretty accurate, especially if you're telling yourself to
let sleeping dogs lie, and allow general agreement to form without making a bid deal of it.
Exude emotional stability (or at least pretend to) and you'll find yourself brought in as expert
and friend.
00Ò“00'
05 Mar ¡ Â “ 09:38 am EST Tran-Tran
You're entering a period of emotional change now: feeling two ways at once without getting
too deep into either polarity is possible. Habits are in a cycle of change; variety satisfies a
deep inner need. Being on the go and keeping a finger to the winds of change make you feel
in touch. Learning and communicating scratch an instinctive itch.
00Ò“13'
05 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 10:01 am EST Tran-Tran
Knowing what you want and moving on to procure it is the opportunity of the day, and what
you fall into now may be just the chance you've been waiting for. Sharing goals and deciding
to mutually go for it will be the best of all possible worlds for everybody, with a minimum of
conflict resulting later.
03Ò“22'
05 Mar ¡ Æ - 03:44 pm EST Tran-Nat
Quiet, low-profile support carries you along. It's a good time to get together with close friends
or acquaintances and just socialize. Communication comes easy, and you can get yourself
across without having to work at it. By joining in the general company, you enjoy the benefits
of all.
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05Ò“12'
05 Mar ¡ Æ § 07:05 pm EST Tran-Tran
The general air today is, let's say, overcast but not unpleasant. Take advantage of the
relatively stable-but-cool emotional environment to mend fences, solidify old friendships, and
give a pat on the back. Faint praise is probably sufficient, as going overboard looks suspect.
Err on the safe side, others will do the same.
05Ò“55'
05 Mar ¡ Ã ¥ 08:24 pm EST Tran-Nat
Resist the temptation to fly off the handle if things take an unexpected turn or your current
effort is suddenly derailed. Change and negotiation will get things back on track, but blowups
are harder to heal, so avoid them. Things said in the heat of passion should be about passion
itself -- keep it that way.
08Ò“23'
06 Mar ¡ Â ¥ 00:55 am EST Tran-Tran
Rash moves, overblown feelings, emotional conflict, and anger can be lurking around the
corner, so today's a good day to take it easy and not push, or be pushed, too far. Similarly,
don't let high energy push you in where angels fear to tread -- overconfidence can get you
into hot water. Count to ten, then go ahead.
10Ò“05'
06 Mar ¡ Æ § 04:04 am EST Tran-Nat
Showing your feelings may not be the best thing to do right now. Keeping to yourself could
save you from unwanted entanglements. Be staunch, do not stoop to complain, and you will
gain the respect of all for your worldly reticence. Send requests through channels and things
will flow more easily.
10Ò“59'
06 Mar ¡ Â 03 05:43 am EST Tran-Nat
Telephone storm, hasty social get-togethers, and communication overloads come and go. A
good time to get quick points across with maximum brevity so it all fits in and is clear in the
future -- wasted words come all too easy here.
11Ò“00'
06 Mar ¡ Å ¨ 05:46 am EST Tran-Tran
Dogfights and catfights may be happening almost anywhere, so make it a point not to join in.
Simply agree to disagree and move on, as it's easy to get caught up in pointless rows.
Projects and relationships begun now will also tend to fall into disarray, so back off a bit until
you can take a second look.
14Ò“37'
06 Mar ¡ Ä £ 12:28 pm EST Tran-Nat
Head and heart go hand in hand and workable solutions are available that feel as good as
they work. You can put emotions into phrases that hit the mark and get your message across
in more than just words. Multilevel thinking enables you to see all sides of the issue and be a
friend and helpmate to all concerned.
16Ò“07'
06 Mar ¡ Å ¢ 03:17 pm EST Tran-Tran
Uncertainty and shifting grounds can mark the day's outcomes, and confidence may retreat in
the face of a challenge. Confrontation is the wrong game to play, but pulling out entirely is
equally unsuitable. Make judicious compromise now and the resulting situation will improve,
but don't chase diminishing returns.
18Ò“21'
06 Mar ¡ Ä © 07:28 pm EST Tran-Tran
It's a good day for getting across those hard-to-express feelings without actually having to put
them into words. Intuitive antennae are up today and everyone's getting good reception.
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Projects that involved instinct or imagination are favored, time to go with your gut level
guidelines.

20Ò“38'
06 Mar ¡ Å ª 11:46 pm EST Tran-Nat
It can seem too easy to simply push your way through, but right now you'll find that can be a
losing strategy. The more you shove, the more resistance you get. It's not paranoia, but it's
not really a plot, either. Just back off and the whole problem vanishes. Take another route.
25Òœ21'Ñ
07 Mar £ Ã ¢ 05:33 am EST Tran-Nat
This is likely not your most energetic time of the year, and getting the message out from your
heart may be a sometimes thing. It may be because you don't follow through or it may be the
listeners' inattentiveness, but you may have to say it several times before you get through to
people right now. Don't hesitate to repeat yourself.
24Ò“21'
07 Mar ¡ Æ ¦ 06:49 am EST Tran-Nat
Subtle feelings and intangible but reliable intuition allow increasing buildup of emotional
communication, as plans come ever closer to realization. Slow and easy swings you along at
just the right pace, there's no hurry to completion. It will come in its own time. Enjoy the
journey.
24Ò“51'
07 Mar ¡ Å ¨ 07:47 am EST Tran-Nat
Riled-up emotions can stir up harsh words, so watch your mouth and think before you speak.
It's easy to get into a pointless argument, so when in doubt, agree to disagree if at all possible.
Don't let annoying disagreements get your goat -- put your patience hat on and do your best
to act like a saint. It's something to shoot for, anyway.
25Ò“16'
07 Mar ¡ Å £ 08:35 am EST Tran-Tran
This is probably a good time for all parties to back off a bit and make sure that what looks like
a great idea isn't actually a hidden misunderstanding. What feels right may be impractical or
misleading, so a second look is in order to avoid having to reposition later. Don't believe all
you hear, or all you say.
25Ò“21'
07 Mar ¡ Å ¢ 08:45 am EST Tran-Nat
Things are not as in tune as they might be, but resolution and progress are possible through
mutual recognition and compromise. Impact priorities and be ready to give on small points in
order to gain on the large ones. Competition can be strong, but it makes you stronger, and
this is where you earn respect and trust.
26Ò“37'
07 Mar ¡ Ã ª 11:10 am EST Tran-Tran
Stop-and-go feelings make headway a tough go, with breakthroughs only after a mighty push.
Although it's in the air, it's not necessary -- when it's time to push, just don't. Wait, and the
barrier will go away. Nevertheless, it's not an uninterrupted journey, but nothing a little
patience will not see you through.
27Ò“41'
07 Mar ¡ Æ ¤ 01:11 pm EST Tran-Nat
Small signals under the table will get you everything you need without rocking the boat. A
wise wink and a knowing glance will put you on the road to satisfaction, when a direct request
might get you put off. Implied understandings and understood arrangements are the tools of
the moment for accrued payoffs.
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28Ò“25'
07 Mar ¡ Å ¡ 02:35 pm EST Tran-Nat
It may be easy to get into a debate, as there's an edge of contentiousness upon you, but if
you do, make it about issues and not personalities. Your first instinct or reaction may need
refining, so don't put your bets on the first hand you are dealt. Patience with yourself and
others will reveal what cards to play.
00Ò”00'
07 Mar ¡ Â ” 05:39 pm EST Tran-Tran
Emotional security, a sense of belonging and nurturing: these issues are felt instinctively now.
You want roots; you crave a sense of intimate connection that will last - a castle against the
vicissitudes of the world, so to speak.
01Ò”40'
07 Mar ¡ Ã ¬ 08:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
You may do well to turn your energies inward for a bit and clean things up on the home front.
Tie up loose ends, fulfill delayed promises, and generally pull yourself together. You can't
make a home run if you can't see home base, so sweep it clean for that future dash to score.
01Ò”40'
07 Mar ¡ Â 04 08:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
An eye to your back-up, extra fuel tanks, and general supply lines marks this lunar transit -making sure that things are in control back on the farm (they may let you know, for sure, at
this time!). Resolving issues at your rear allows for the next advance.
24Òœ51'Ñ
07 Mar £ Ã ¨ 10:57 pm EST Tran-Nat
Brilliant thoughts and sudden missives can come and go so fast that they escape before they
are fully in your grasp. Don't hesitate to ask for a repeat message, several times if necessary,
until you've got it right. It's easy to feel scatterbrained, but just as easy to gather your wits if
you keep at it.
03Ò”22'
08 Mar ¡ Å - 00:09 am EST Tran-Nat
It may be hard to take care of yourself when others at home or at work are insisting on
attention. Do what you can to burn both ends of the candle, but don't push too hard, you'll just
drain yourself without actually accomplishing all you want on either front. Just in time and just
enough are quite sufficient.
10Ò”05'
08 Mar ¡ Å § 01:14 pm EST Tran-Nat
Don't let negative thinking get you down -- criticism for its own sake is a waste of time. Lack of
confidence can take the wind out of your sails, so believe in yourself even when others don't.
Sail straight and true through the currents of self-doubt and ignore the sometimes jealous
remarks of others who would see you give up.
11Ò”09'
08 Mar ¡ Ä ¨ 03:18 pm EST Tran-Tran
This is a great day for bounding into unexplored territory, and you will find others are doing
the same. Inventiveness and originality are favored, as are projects and personal
involvements which partake of them. If you haven't tried it, now's the time, whatever "it" may
be. Open your eyes, listen up, try a taste.
14Ò”37'
08 Mar ¡ Å £ 10:07 pm EST Tran-Nat
Disputes between head and heart can raise issues that consume a lot of time but don't
actually resolve anything. If you can't clarify things quickly, drop the matter and move on.
Resist the impulse to insist -- if it won't untwist, just cease and desist.
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10Ò“05'
09 Mar ¥ Æ § 05:43 am EST Tran-Nat
A sports car gets moving a lot faster than a freight train, but it's the train that delivers the
payload. Take your time using reliable, if gradual, methods, and by the time you are up to
speed you will be unstoppable. You'll also find it less tiring; and who knows what interesting
things you'll encounter on the journey?
03Ò›22'
09 Mar ¤ Æ - 06:15 am EST Tran-Nat
Friends and acquaintances smile on you and compliments received now are worth putting on
your resumé. Give as well as you receive and the circle of admiration will continue. You don't
have to struggle to look good, and a casual appearance will do just as well as dress up.
Unself-conscious beauty is the order of the day.
18Ò”45'
09 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 06:17 am EST Tran-Tran
Today's accomplishments have a confident feel where what you do matches what you feel
and results down the line will move well accordingly. Contacts made now will serve you well,
and you won't have to look back with suspicion or regret. If it feels right, it probably is, so put
your best foot forward and follow through.
18Ò”50'
09 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 06:27 am EST Tran-Tran
Emotional tides are strong and upbeat, and all you have to do is ride them as if you were born
to sail. Foundations laid today will be firm and supportive and continue to evolve that way.
Feelings of friendship abound and it's easy to see the good side of anyone -- just remember
there may be other sides, too.
18Òœ50'
09 Mar ¢ Ä ¦ 08:15 am EST Tran-Tran
If you want your plans to develop on track and evolve big time, this is the time to lay them on
the table. Imagination and inspiration go hand in hand with motivation and coordination more
than usual, so bring everybody together in that spirit and you'll have an operation that can't be
beat.
20Ò”38'
09 Mar ¡ Æ ª 10:01 am EST Tran-Nat
If you trust your instincts, they will not fail you. Don't bet the farm, but small risks taken with
confidence pay off. One success leads to another. Fortune unfolds one moment at a time,
and with patience builds an edifice of felicity. You can be lucky without having to trust in luck.
22Ò”09'
09 Mar ¡ Ä © 01:02 pm EST Tran-Nat
Use the everyday reality around you as fuel for the ideal world of your imagination and you'll
find yourself a general inspiration to all. When hope and belief are applied hands-on to the
real world, the inner self can make its mark on the outer and the stuff of dreams coming true
becomes your instrument to play.
22Ò”38'
09 Mar ¡ Â 05 02:00 pm EST Tran-Nat
This is a good time to let your hair down and enjoy before someone else lets it down instead.
Let urge carry you, as tight schedules will get snarled if you fight it. R&R is not just time off, its
renewal, putting more in the pipeline on return.
23Ò”29'
09 Mar ¡ Ä £ 03:42 pm EST Tran-Tran
Today is a good time to express your feelings with conviction, knowing that there will be
response in kind. Situations that arise now will have lasting clarity and a quality of selfreinvention as they move along, as head and heart are on the same page and will tend to
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remain that way.

24Ò”51'
09 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 06:26 pm EST Tran-Nat
Small aberrations and wanderings from the main highway will get you everything. Explore
those byways, there may be gold in them thar' hills. Just off the well-beaten path you'll find the
scenic route where you can stake your claim ahead of the pack. In short, it's time to cash in
on the mildly unusual -- tune into it.
25Ò”21'
09 Mar ¡ Æ ¢ 07:26 pm EST Tran-Nat
Compatible forces surround you and it pays not to make waves, but welcome the help and
share the wealth. Diplomacy and consideration will get you everywhere, so be on your best
behavior and you'll be in like Flynn. Small, multiple moves are favored over big leaps, they
mount up and you go just as far.
28Ò”25'
10 Mar ¡ Ä ¡ 01:32 am EST Tran-Nat
The Moon's got you in tune from morning 'til noon, and well into the afternoon. Your intuition
is on the mark and your reactions fit in with all around you. It's easy to agree, and most
people will if you let them, so spread as much good will as possible. Agreement now will be a
benchmark for cooperation down the road.
00Ò•00'
10 Mar ¡ Â • 04:43 am EST Tran-Tran
A need to be the center of attention takes hold in your life now - a craving to give and to be
appreciated for your gifts. This can be an expansive, creative, and even romantic phase, a
time you'll look back on with pride and fondness.
03Ò•22'
10 Mar ¡ Ä - 11:29 am EST Tran-Nat
You've got extra support if you look for it. It's a good time to crank up your creativity and give
birth to something new and exciting. You can do it by yourself, but you might find you get
further if you draw other people into your plans and use their willing help to propel your
propositions forward.
04Ò•29'
10 Mar ¡ Ã ¤ 01:44 pm EST Tran-Tran
Feelings and desires may tug and roil around you, and trying to cut an even balance may be
a challenge. Today's beginnings may mature into tomorrow's turmoils, so don't fly off the
handle and don't jump into something you're not sure of. Let the waters settle until tomorrow,
then decide on it.
04Ò•58'
10 Mar ¡ Â § 02:42 pm EST Tran-Tran
The emotional waters are a bit on the cool side today and if you encounter the cold shoulder,
don't be surprised. Put a toe in the water before you jump in or you might run into the big chill.
People taking themselves too seriously abound, so try not to be one of them. Take it all with a
grain of salt instead.
05Ò•55'
10 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 04:38 pm EST Tran-Nat
This is a good time to establish your physical stride at its best, a broad, loping run that eats
up the miles of life. Pick a preferred pace that you can live up to, and your energy level will
actually rise and your accomplishments blossom. Wise, intuitive decisions make you fuel
efficient with energy to burn.
10 Mar ¥ Â 03 09:24 pm EST Tran-Nat
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The coming two months may make for furious pressure to get things across to others, often in
haste, often too much for the time frame. Better to cut back and make things clear to a few
than spew out half-baked messages to the many -- cool your brain.

10Ò•05'
11 Mar ¡ Ä § 01:02 am EST Tran-Nat
If you follow well-marked roads your trip will be shorter and you won't get lost. Stick to the
tried and true and don't experiment for the moment. You'll find support from elements that
might otherwise pull away. Don't rock the boat and the boat will get you where you want to go.
Traditional wisdom supports you, believe in it.
04Ò›57'
11 Mar ¤ Ã § 02:32 am EST Tran-Tran
Interrupted journeys of desire nevertheless proceed, but at a slower rate. If at first you don't
get what you want, try it again differently until you find your way around the roadblocks.
Where resources fall short, cleverness intercedes and patience perseveres. Fortunes are
seldom made overnight, so take one step at a time.
22Òœ09'Ñ
11 Mar £ Ä © 02:45 am EST Tran-Nat
The ability to put nonverbal images into words is a precious commodity, one you can trade on
for the moment. Even blindfolded, you'll be able to pin the tale on the dream and speak for
others who are not so articulate. The trick will be to remember later how you did it now, so
keep an eye on the monitor and watch your performance.
11Ò•07'
11 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 03:06 am EST Tran-Tran
A firm, easy gait marks the day if you let the energy around you carry you along without
questioning it too much. That will be the general spirit of things, and if you join in it can get
you into situations with staying power that do not need extra energy to sustain long-term. Let
the general pace set yours.
20Òœ38'
11 Mar ¢ Ã ª 03:33 am EST Tran-Nat
Putting up resistance to the general will may be hard right now, and strategic give and take
may be the answer. Hang on to what is essential, but be ready to give up what you must. In
the end, you'll say good riddance to what is gone and value even more what remains. Do it
freely, and it won't be a struggle.
14Ò•37'
11 Mar ¡ Æ £ 10:11 am EST Tran-Nat
Putting in a good word on the QT will be better than hollering. Ideas slipped into the
conversation will find automatic response and agreement. Low-profile exchanges will
snowball into a general consensus if you pursue quiet leadership and follow your intuition.
Gentle feelings illuminate the mind.
11Ò“18'
11 Mar ¥ Å ¨ 11:49 am EST Tran-Tran
Sparks fly as honing in on issues gets problematical and irritation makes for rough handling.
Mistakes born of haste are not easily corrected and repeated efforts are best marked off to
experience. Itchy and edgy, the mood is unsettled and it's not the best time for laying down
foundations where steadiness is required.
18Ò•31'
11 Mar ¡ Ã © 06:05 pm EST Tran-Tran
As soon as the fog lifts, it's back again, and trying to steer a straight course will be hard for all,
so double-check information and go slow to avoid collisions. Misunderstood and/or misstated
feelings should be expected, so hurt feelings can be avoided. The ground is soft underfoot, so
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step cautiously.

18Ò•47'
11 Mar ¡ Å ¦ 06:37 pm EST Tran-Tran
It's easy for everyone to get too wound up in their feelings and you could find yourself chasing
your tail in circles until you fall down. Even if you think you've got a big one on the hook, cut
your line if it takes too long to reel him in. Diminishing returns can tire everyone out, turn hope
to disappointment, so avoid them.
19Ò•33'
11 Mar ¡ Â 06 08:11 pm EST Tran-Nat
Time for quick housework to restore order, smooth operation inside and out. Reestablishment
of regimen lets each path run unobstructed, snarls and tangles won't appear to begin with, so
take the short, but tedious, time it takes to do it.
21Òœ23'Ñ
11 Mar £ Â ¢ 09:44 pm EST Tran-Tran
High mental energy burns hot, a real brain boiler. The trick is to keep up with everyone
without missing a stitch or dropping the ball. Great ideas abound, but don't buy everything you
see until you give it a second, cooler look. Everyone can be too close to the subject to realize
that what recommends it is only the heat of the moment.
22Ò•09'
12 Mar ¡ Å © 01:27 am EST Tran-Nat
Illusions and delusions can wear the mask of true inspiration, so thread your way among them
to the truth and don't fall for the first fantasy that comes to mind. Possibilities may evaporate
as quickly as they appear, and that is for the best -- better to let them go than seize on what
will not support you.
05Ò›55'
12 Mar ¤ Æ ¥ 05:21 am EST Tran-Nat
Don't miss the subtle responses to what you are doing; demand may seem slow, but it's
steady and won't let you down. High energy is not the key, you need just enough motion to
make yourself interesting and maintain the attention required. Foreplay is as important as the
final climax, and essential to it.
24Ò•21'
12 Mar ¡ Â ¦ 05:55 am EST Tran-Nat
A broad scope or general sweep come easier now, leave details until there's time for them
later. If you get the principle of the thing now, you can extrapolate the rest as it develops -and it's lots easier than doing it the other way around. Feelings swell, emotions rise, for a time
the heart grows another size.
26Ò•40'
12 Mar ¡ Ä ª 10:39 am EST Tran-Tran
A sure confidence that all will be well, whatever happens, fills the air, and faith in yourself and
others is exactly what will make that come true. A great day for starting things that require
sustained confidence and follow-through. Mutual assurance breeds conviction and a platform
for all to share.
27Ò•41'
12 Mar ¡ Â ¤ 12:41 pm EST Tran-Nat
Heightened appetites (of all sorts) are a natural this time of the month, as will be opportunities
to fulfill them. Pick as you would from a smorgasbord and don't chow down too heavily -- the
taste is what counts, volume only slows you down. Variety is the spice, intensity the
sweetness, whatever or whoever is involved.
12 Mar ¢ Ä © 04:03 pm EST Tran-Nat
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Your surroundings conspire to both enhance and realize your fantasies, and dreams coming
true are very much in the wind if you give them a chance. Your personal beliefs find support
and are enhanced by circumstances, and having faith becomes a little easier. Follow your
star, because it's following you.

20Òœ38'Ñ
12 Mar £ Ã ª 04:19 pm EST Tran-Nat
Thinker's block may pop up now and then, when you just can't get your head around a
challenge or the right information to provide a solution gets momentarily sidetracked. This
temporary brain drain is solved by stopping to take a breath, then turning your attention back
to the matter at hand. Try, try again.
00Ò–00'
12 Mar ¡ Â – 05:24 pm EST Tran-Tran
Taking care of business is a major theme where your emotional orientation is concerned now.
You crave organization and practicality, and you want to get things accomplished. You aim to
have a place for everything and everything in its place - and anything that gets in the way
gets on your nerves. Health and work goals take on greater importance for you now.
01Ò–40'
12 Mar ¡ Ä ¬ 08:47 pm EST Tran-Nat
Health and wealth conspire to put you on the map, so tend your resources and they will tend
you. Fitness and energy is as important as what's in your wallet, and that alone can give you
the appearance of success. Make sure the daily routine is fine-tuned and you'll be hearing
about it from admirers.
05Ò–55'
13 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 05:27 am EST Tran-Nat
If you find yourself being pushed into situations that tax your limits, make sure they're worth
the energy you expend. Repetitive stress injury, so to speak, is something you want to avoid,
so do enough to get the job done properly and no more. The price of perfection may be
dislocation elsewhere, so don't overdo it.
11Ò–26'
13 Mar ¡ Ã ¨ 04:38 pm EST Tran-Tran
Moods swing erratically and otherwise stable situations may suddenly fall apart when you
least expect it, so whatever you are doing make sure you have a couple of backup plans just
in case. Don't return harshness in kind, as it is only passing and now is not the time to make
or take offense. Choppy waters.
12Ò–33'
13 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 06:54 pm EST Tran-Tran
Feelings and actions at cross-purposes make this day's blank slate one that you might not
want to write much on, but just write it off. Under any circumstances, don't be hasty, and try
not to repeat yourself too many times because you didn't hit the mark with the first shot.
Accept uncertainty, and certainty will arrive soon enough.
18Ò–43'
14 Mar ¡ Æ ¦ 07:24 am EST Tran-Tran
Good feelings may be taken for granted today, so you might go out of your way to appreciate
them. Positive elements today are the little things in life, so invest in the small for the long
haul and you'll be sure of a return. Look to get dividends, not a big turnover, and you'll be
right in the flow as they grow.
19Ò–01'
14 Mar ¡ Ã £ 08:02 am EST Tran-Tran
What is said and what is felt may not at all be the same today, so watch out for inner
contradictions coming from those around you. Putting pen to paper may mean a rewrite down
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the line, so be careful what you sign, and intentions and reality may not be on the same page.
A better time for winding things up than diving in.

20Ò–38'
14 Mar ¡ Â ª 11:17 am EST Tran-Nat
An elusive fear, a shadow from a dream may creep up on you, but simply toss it off, as you're
not likely to be able to pin it down. Proceed as if you were on course, and the seemingly
premonitory wind will pass unfulfilled, as it was just a memory. When you encounter a stop
sign, there's a reason for it. Look both ways, then proceed.
22Ò–09'
14 Mar ¡ Æ © 02:21 pm EST Tran-Nat
One dream at a time, small hopes compounding to become great expectations, that's the
road to your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. All-consuming fantasies have their place,
but building possible dreams now can make the impossible one walk right in later. Dream a
little dream, for you....
18Òœ42'Ñ
14 Mar £ Ä ¦ 04:10 pm EST Tran-Tran
Big plans put into operation now will have legs that make seven-league strides. Confidence in
what you have cooked up attracts customers and begets imitation, so move on apace to stay
ahead of the competition. Ideas flow easily, but don't take them for granted -- put them into
action to carry you in less creative times.
24Ò–15'
14 Mar ¡ Ã ¢ 06:36 pm EST Tran-Tran
Full Moon in 06th House
If you aren't finally achieving something from your diet or exercise regimen, ask yourself why
not. This is the time you should be really getting things together and it should be starting to
pay off. However, avoid excess and going over the top right now, as you may feel you can do
more -- and maybe eat more -- than you really should. At work, you may feel a little
overbooked as tasks multiply and time is short to complete them. Once you've put on the
finishing touches, you'll be able to stand back and take pride in your accomplishments. A
good time for an office party, if you can concoct a good excuse for one. In general right now,
celebrate finished tasks.
24Ò–51'
14 Mar ¡ Â ¨ 07:50 pm EST Tran-Nat
The itch to break away from the normal path and do something radical may have to be
resisted but it shouldn't be ignored. Perhaps it's just what's needed, but only if you do it with
decisiveness and clarity, as you probably won't be able to take it back. A peek into the
unusual can be both entertaining and edifying.
25Ò–21'
14 Mar ¡ Â ¢ 08:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
This is the time of the lunar month when you get an extra boost of physical energy, from your
ego on out. This allows you to carry yourself farther and ride the crest of the wave that extra
distance. Things play in your style, so you don't have to strain. For a couple of days, you've
got extra cards, so play them.
26Ò–42'
14 Mar ¡ Å ª 11:33 pm EST Tran-Tran
Skullduggery may be afoot, and, at any rate, those out for their own ends at all costs are to be
avoided. And, avoid being one yourself. The inclination to beat a dead horse and use
repeated force to no avail is really self-defeating, although tempting. When in doubt, back off
and let others waste their efforts.
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28Ò–25'
15 Mar ¡ Ã ¡ 03:01 am EST Tran-Nat
This internal full Moon makes you best inclined to gather the fruits of the last couple of weeks
and making the best of the harvest. Projects should have adequate input by now and be
winding toward completion, filling in details for next two weeks. The crop is out, now it's time
to start tending to the harvest.
00Ò—00'
15 Mar ¡ Â — 06:13 am EST Tran-Tran
Refinement and relationships are the keys to emotional satisfaction for you now. Harmony
and beauty are deeply satisfying - and the lack of them can be emotionally unsettling. Close
personal ties to other people are a focal point for your feelings - marriage and other
partnerships could be a key arena for this.
24Òœ51'
15 Mar ¢ Ã ¨ 09:17 am EST Tran-Nat
It may be time to heed the discoveries and inspirations of others, especially when they do not
jibe with your own. Nothing educates like opposite opinions, though resolving them into a
common vision takes time. Open your eyes now, put your ego on hold and give a serious
listen. What you hear now may be part of what you will espouse later.
01Ò—40'
15 Mar ¡ Å ¬ 09:34 am EST Tran-Nat
Getting noticed and getting the job done may not seem to go hand in hand, as personal
issues may overlap professional obligations. Don't expect the best of both worlds, but make
sure you get your piece of each. Personal and partner issues will dominate for the moment.
You can pick up on the rest later.
03Ò—22'
15 Mar ¡ Â 07 01:00 pm EST Tran-Nat
Lots of advice, attempts to influence you can co-opt your direction, but hold your own only if
you really think appropriate -- the other side might be right, and now's the time to try it out
without long-term commitment.
03Ò—22'
15 Mar ¡ Ã - 01:00 pm EST Tran-Nat
This is a temporary lull in the month and you can book extra time here as there will be
cancellations. The spotlight is on others close to you, so be willing to play a supporting role
and pass the ball on to another -- it will come back soon enough. It's counterpoint time in your
monthly symphony -- let the other instruments fill in.
04Ò—46'
15 Mar ¡ Æ § 03:48 pm EST Tran-Tran
The general air today is, let's say, overcast but not unpleasant. Take advantage of the
relatively stable-but-cool emotional environment to mend fences, solidify old friendships, and
give a pat on the back. Faint praise is probably sufficient, as going overboard looks suspect.
Err on the safe side, others will do the same.
05Ò—55'
15 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 06:08 pm EST Tran-Nat
You are biking with the wind behind you, which gives you extra smooth power that effortlessly
eats up the miles. Keep up the pace without straining so when it's time to take a rest or the
wind changes, you'll have the accomplishment you need under your belt. Sustain without
strain for the greatest gain.
25Òœ21'
15 Mar ¢ Ã ¢ 09:22 pm EST Tran-Nat
This very unbirthday season is your solar cycle low and brings a general energy drain -- it
takes greater effort to get less done than at any other time of the year. It's also a health-watch
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time, as your immune system is at its.

09Ò—21'
16 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 01:01 am EST Tran-Tran
Knowing what you want and moving on to procure it is the opportunity of the day, and what
you fall into now may be just the chance you've been waiting for. Sharing goals and deciding
to mutually go for it will be the best of all possible worlds for everybody, with a minimum of
conflict resulting later.
18Ò˜39'Ñ
16 Mar ¦ Å © 02:04 am EST Tran-Tran
This is a broad time for taking that second look at what life seemed to offer, or that it claimed
to promise. That doesn't mean your life, specifically, but you'll probably find that's the current
question in the air and there is good conversation in it at the least. The answers in general will
be for the moment that optimism fails -- hopes lead to disappointment, and a lot of other
confusions the result from both unclear desires and fuzzy thinking. If you can be on the
outside looking into this one, you'll be the happier for it. Unexamined expectations go before
the fall, and where you can be a cushion to others and a shoulder to lean on, you'll be the one
to benefit from it later.
10Ò—05'
16 Mar ¡ Ã § 02:29 am EST Tran-Nat
Sporadic slowdowns and roadblocks may interfere with your timetable, but not your final
destination. Mark the shoals as you work your way around them so they won't trip you up the
next time. When you know your limitations, the course becomes clearer -- take it as a lesson
and don't cry over spilt milk.
13Ò—59'
16 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 10:17 am EST Tran-Tran
Today has strength and energy written all over it - a good time for a power breakfast, lunch, or
dinner and getting down to brass tacks on deals you want to see really pick up speed. Or a
good time for just getting out there and getting physical. A strong stride established today will
take you all the way to the finish line.
14Ò—37'
16 Mar ¡ Â £ 11:32 am EST Tran-Nat
Flashes of insight and solutions to problems are likely to surface in conjunction with the
general energy high during these few days. Don't force them, just let them appear and scoop
them up as you speed along, your momentum will be lost if you tarry too long. Swing your
mallet like a polo player on the gallop.
18Ò—41'
16 Mar ¡ Ä © 07:37 pm EST Tran-Tran
It's a good day for getting across those hard-to-express feelings without actually having to put
them into words. Intuitive antennae are up today and everyone's getting good reception.
Projects that involved instinct or imagination are favored, time to go with your gut level
guidelines.
10Ò›05'
16 Mar ¤ Æ § 08:14 pm EST Tran-Nat
Trust and certainty should be your stock in trade right now, and quiet confidence based on
experience should be your calling card. You needn't advertise -- body language will suffice -just do what you do best in an understated way and that will make your statement. Exude
stability.
26Òœ43'
17 Mar ¢ Å ª 06:04 am EST Tran-Tran
Personal confrontations abound and you will do well to avoid them, as they lead nowhere but
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take up a lot of time and energy, leaving resentment in their trail. Force plays and squeeze
plays are no substitute for fair play, and you'll never regret walking away. Let the air clear and
then be ready to move on untrammelled.

24Ò—21'
17 Mar ¡ Æ ¦ 06:51 am EST Tran-Nat
Subtle feelings and intangible but reliable intuition allow increasing buildup of emotional
communication, as plans come ever closer to realization. Slow and easy swings you along at
just the right pace, there's no hurry to completion. It will come in its own time. Enjoy the
journey.
26Ò—43'
17 Mar ¡ Æ ª 11:31 am EST Tran-Tran
A sense of easy power without display makes working behind the scenes easier and waiting
for rewards more profitable. If you know you're going to win, you needn't show it, and all kinds
of competition and conflict is avoided. That goes for the rest of the world, too -- win-win is
definitely the way to go.
27Ò—41'
17 Mar ¡ Æ ¤ 01:25 pm EST Tran-Nat
Small signals under the table will get you everything you need without rocking the boat. A
wise wink and a knowing glance will put you on the road to satisfaction, when a direct request
might get you put off. Implied understandings and understood arrangements are the tools of
the moment for accrued payoffs.
14Ò“37'
17 Mar ¥ Ä £ 01:36 pm EST Tran-Nat
If it seems like a pretty good idea, it probably is. Plans hatched now will likely have legs and
won't be short of the follow-though they need to get accomplished. An energized mind fires up
the body as well, and the more enthusiasm you stir up inside, the farther you will go.
00Ò˜00'
17 Mar ¡ Â ˜ 05:59 pm EST Tran-Tran
Sex, power, and money are compelling aphrodisiacs now. Secrets, taboos, and mysteries
appeal to a deep instinctive yearning. Learning what makes people tick turns you on. Your
instinctive orientation at this time is toward getting down to brass tacks and starting over from
scratch - healing comes from destroying the roots of a disturbance.
01Ò˜40'
17 Mar ¡ Æ ¬ 09:15 pm EST Tran-Nat
Good word about you comes from places you don't expect and may not even notice, but it's
there nevertheless. Small compliments amass to build your position, and the more gracious
you are about it, the more often they will come. What begins nearby spreads afar in time, and
your reputation will proceed you.
04Ò˜41'
18 Mar ¡ Å § 03:09 am EST Tran-Tran
Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if you run into something that displeases, just drop it -don't push it past the edge. People are feeling insecure, so avoid encouraging any negativity
you encounter. New directions are not in order, as they won't go far, so wait just a bit longer to
start your engine.
11Ò˜43'
18 Mar ¡ Ä ¨ 04:49 pm EST Tran-Tran
This is a great day for bounding into unexplored territory, and you will find others are doing
the same. Inventiveness and originality are favored, as are projects and personal
involvements which partake of them. If you haven't tried it, now's the time, whatever "it" may
be. Open your eyes, listen up, try a taste.
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11Ò˜50'
18 Mar ¡ Å ¤ 05:03 pm EST Tran-Tran
Watch out for conflicting goals and energy-wasting diminishing returns today. What may
seem like deceit could be just mixed emotions, or vice versa. Rather than jump into a stewpot,
let it boil a bit and see if it simmers down. When all get more certain of what they want, it will
be easier to move in concert together.
15Òœ19'Ñ
18 Mar £ Å ¥ 08:10 pm EST Tran-Tran
The seemingly best ideas can get tangled indeed when they are not implemented correctly,
and correcting that can be a tangle in itself. Thrashing things out seems to mark the current
environment, and you can join in if you must -- or if you can afford to, sit out the fray on the
sidelines and let others spin their wheels.
28Òœ25'
18 Mar ¢ Â ¡ 11:01 pm EST Tran-Nat
As the solar cycle overlaps your lunar starting point, you'll feel more of an emotional rather
than a physical boost. A certain cheerful adventurousness makes you quick on the draw and
brings you out where you might have otherwise held back. Be willing to just say yes and let
out your inner feelings.
15Ò˜08'
18 Mar ¡ Â 08 11:25 pm EST Tran-Nat
A quick stab at digging out that extra piece of research, evidence can provide the final piece
of the puzzle. Facts that are hard to find can be rooted out and put a new light on things, not
only on the outside, but within.
15Ò˜13'
18 Mar ¡ Ä £ 11:35 pm EST Tran-Tran
Today is a good time to express your feelings with conviction, knowing that there will be
response in kind. Situations that arise now will have lasting clarity and a quality of selfreinvention as they move along, as head and heart are on the same page and will tend to
remain that way.
18Ò˜32'
19 Mar ¡ Â ¦ 05:56 am EST Tran-Tran
This most fruitful day has the potential to give birth to all kinds of positive ideas and feelings -or simply to give birth, literally. Emotions burst out into laughter or song, playfulness abounds,
and there can seem like there is no limit to what's out there for you. Take the ball and run with
it now and you'll go far.
18Ò˜45'
19 Mar ¡ Å © 06:22 am EST Tran-Tran
Mirages may pop up at any time, even if you're not in the desert. Feelings and internal visions
can get muddled, and emotional miscommunication, either unintended or on purpose, may
get in the way. Misentanglements can snowball, so be ready to cut loose and try again later.
Avoid long-term commitments.
20Ò˜38'
19 Mar ¡ Æ ª 09:57 am EST Tran-Nat
If you trust your instincts, they will not fail you. Don't bet the farm, but small risks taken with
confidence pay off. One success leads to another. Fortune unfolds one moment at a time,
and with patience builds an edifice of felicity. You can be lucky without having to trust in luck.
22Ò˜09'
19 Mar ¡ Â © 12:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
Don't question moments of indefinite inspiration right now, trying to pin it down will mean
simply losing it altogether. Just proceed blithely onward and let it gel in its own time, enjoy
and savor the feelings brought out in the process. You might want to record it or write it down,
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as forgetfulness can erase your vision.

24Ò˜21'
19 Mar ¡ Å ¦ 05:02 pm EST Tran-Nat
Resist the temptation to overdo, physically or emotionally, to the point of diminishing returns.
It's easy to trip wearing seven-league boots, so if you're not steady on the first step or two,
downsize or wait to proceed until you've got your balance. Your initial take will require
refinement, so don't expect to score with your first shot.
24Ò˜51'
19 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 06:00 pm EST Tran-Nat
Small aberrations and wanderings from the main highway will get you everything. Explore
those byways, there may be gold in them thar' hills. Just off the well-beaten path you'll find the
scenic route where you can stake your claim ahead of the pack. In short, it's time to cash in
on the mildly unusual -- tune into it.
25Ò˜21'
19 Mar ¡ Æ ¢ 06:57 pm EST Tran-Nat
Compatible forces surround you and it pays not to make waves, but welcome the help and
share the wealth. Diplomacy and consideration will get you everywhere, so be on your best
behavior and you'll be in like Flynn. Small, multiple moves are favored over big leaps, they
mount up and you go just as far.
27Ò˜41'
19 Mar ¡ Å ¤ 11:20 pm EST Tran-Nat
Chasing after gain may give you cause to complain, as getting what/whom you want at the
desired where and when just leads to one complication after another. You may have to settle
for second best or some sort of compromise, unless you're willing to wait and do without and
see if it all comes together later.
28Ò˜25'
20 Mar ¡ Ä ¡ 00:43 am EST Tran-Nat
The Moon's got you in tune from morning 'til noon, and well into the afternoon. Your intuition
is on the mark and your reactions fit in with all around you. It's easy to agree, and most
people will if you let them, so spread as much good will as possible. Agreement now will be a
benchmark for cooperation down the road.
29Ò˜34'
20 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 02:54 am EST Tran-Tran
Today's accomplishments have a confident feel where what you do matches what you feel
and results down the line will move well accordingly. Contacts made now will serve you well,
and you won't have to look back with suspicion or regret. If it feels right, it probably is, so put
your best foot forward and follow through.
00Ò™00'
20 Mar ¡ Â ™ 03:43 am EST Tran-Tran
A feeling that anything is possible if you set your sights high enough characterizes the cycle
you have just begun. There is optimism, there is faith, and there is a tendency to take
chances at the deepest emotional levels. This is a time of exploring your feelings, a kind of
restlessness for new emotional experience ... divine wanderlust, if you will.
03Ò™22'
20 Mar ¡ Ä - 10:02 am EST Tran-Nat
You've got extra support if you look for it. It's a good time to crank up your creativity and give
birth to something new and exciting. You can do it by yourself, but you might find you get
further if you draw other people into your plans and use their willing help to propel your
propositions forward.
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04Ò™36'
20 Mar ¡ Ä § 12:20 pm EST Tran-Tran
There's a certain stability in the general atmosphere that makes it safe to say what you feel,
but not too much. Conservation of emotion might be the phrase. It's a time to be mutually
reassuring, rather than wildly supportive; projects launched will be stable, though, perhaps not
very showy.
00Ò‘00'
20 Mar ¢ Â ‘ 01:26 pm EST Tran-Tran
A new sense of self, a more assertive personal style, a more dynamic approach to life: these
are the hallmarks of the cycle that begins for you now. Doubts fade into the background, and
reserve is more and more a thing of the past. It's time for action; your destiny is in your hands,
rather than set apart. Full speed ahead ("and damn the torpedoes") is your motto now, for
better or for worse!
05Ò™55'
20 Mar ¡ Â ¥ 02:48 pm EST Tran-Nat
A tweak of energy and an inclination to rash moves may be harnessed to give you an extra
push if you're aware of it. Otherwise it's only a opportunity to trip over a sudden slight
acceleration. Good for when it's hard to get going at first. Eschew sudden outbursts, embrace
strong passion.
10Ò™05'
20 Mar ¡ Ä § 10:32 pm EST Tran-Nat
If you follow well-marked roads your trip will be shorter and you won't get lost. Stick to the
tried and true and don't experiment for the moment. You'll find support from elements that
might otherwise pull away. Don't rock the boat and the boat will get you where you want to go.
Traditional wisdom supports you, believe in it.
10Ò™59'
21 Mar ¡ Â 09 00:10 am EST Tran-Nat
Fleeting glimpses of larger things may come within view, but without time to follow up fully.
Best to take notes on most relevant generalities, see how it may have changed by the same
time next month. Big things take time.
11Ò™51'
21 Mar ¡ Å ¨ 01:45 am EST Tran-Tran
Dogfights and catfights may be happening almost anywhere, so make it a point not to join in.
Simply agree to disagree and move on, as it's easy to get caught up in pointless rows.
Projects and relationships begun now will also tend to fall into disarray, so back off a bit until
you can take a second look.
14Ò™02'
21 Mar ¡ Å £ 05:46 am EST Tran-Tran
This is probably a good time for all parties to back off a bit and make sure that what looks like
a great idea isn't actually a hidden misunderstanding. What feels right may be impractical or
misleading, so a second look is in order to avoid having to reposition later. Don't believe all
you hear, or all you say.
14Ò™15'
21 Mar ¡ Æ ¤ 06:11 am EST Tran-Tran
It's a good day for agreements and generally patting each other on the back -- or, maybe, for
scratching each other's backs. It will be easy to see eye-to-eye, and shared goals and
feelings can be put into action to bring later results. Mutual investment, mutual trust, and
relaxed progress are all in the atmosphere.
14Ò™37'
21 Mar ¡ Æ £ 06:51 am EST Tran-Nat
Putting in a good word on the QT will be better than hollering. Ideas slipped into the
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conversation will find automatic response and agreement. Low-profile exchanges will
snowball into a general consensus if you pursue quiet leadership and follow your intuition.
Gentle feelings illuminate the mind.

16Ò™45'
21 Mar ¡ Ã ¥ 10:45 am EST Tran-Tran
Seesaw emotions with energies running high make for choppy waters today, so avoid hasty
choices or impulse buying. If tempers flare, just don't go there, spare yourself and others the
hassle. Commitments made now will tend to partake of this atmosphere, so have the patience
to wait a little before moving ahead.
18Ò™49'
21 Mar ¡ Æ © 02:32 pm EST Tran-Tran
Words may convey a bit more emotional meaning than usual, as under-the-radar
communication makes inner messages clear. Spiritual deeds are done without a second
thought and life as usual has a certain glow. Filling out earlier-imagined schemes pays off and
keeping good company comes with ease.
14Ò›37'
21 Mar ¤ Ä £ 03:08 pm EST Tran-Nat
If you can put it into words, you'll find someone who wants it, so put it out there and be
articulate. Anything you say can find a market if you give it some thought, so put your thinking
cap on and start filling orders. A pleasant turn of phrase and a positive attitude is what's in
demand, and you've got it.
20Ò™38'
21 Mar ¡ Å ª 05:48 pm EST Tran-Nat
It can seem too easy to simply push your way through, but right now you'll find that can be a
losing strategy. The more you shove, the more resistance you get. It's not paranoia, but it's
not really a plot, either. Just back off and the whole problem vanishes. Take another route.
24Ò™21'
22 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 00:30 am EST Tran-Nat
Sometimes you just know it's right and jump without hesitation. Right now that can put you
well ahead of the game, as a good sense of what will work finds something sensible to work
with. The general feeling all around is that your plan is the best one, so take advantage and
move as far as you can.
24Ò™51'
22 Mar ¡ Å ¨ 01:25 am EST Tran-Nat
Riled-up emotions can stir up harsh words, so watch your mouth and think before you speak.
It's easy to get into a pointless argument, so when in doubt, agree to disagree if at all possible.
Don't let annoying disagreements get your goat -- put your patience hat on and do your best
to act like a saint. It's something to shoot for, anyway.
25Ò™21'
22 Mar ¡ Å ¢ 02:19 am EST Tran-Nat
Things are not as in tune as they might be, but resolution and progress are possible through
mutual recognition and compromise. Impact priorities and be ready to give on small points in
order to gain on the large ones. Competition can be strong, but it makes you stronger, and
this is where you earn respect and trust.
26Ò™44'
22 Mar ¡ Â ª 04:47 am EST Tran-Tran
Suppressed feelings can be transformed into compulsive actions all around, so it may be a
good time to question motives, both your own and others'. If you just have to do or say it,
perhaps you shouldn't. Force plays are favored, just make sure you're not on the wrong end
of one. Think deep before you push hard.
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01Ò‘40'
22 Mar ¢ Å ¬ 05:37 am EST Tran-Nat
Ego and partner issues can mar your reputation right now, so the more you can keep these
out of the public eye, the better. Keep your ear to the ground so you don't get blindsided, but
don't get into a conflict over your honor. Behave as if you are above reproach, and so you will
be. Praise cannot be fought for, only earned.
27Ò™41'
22 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 06:28 am EST Tran-Nat
Ask and you shall receive. 'Tis the season, while it lasts (for a day or so), so if you want it, go
for it. Part of it is about intuitively knowing just what to ask for, what's really available, and
who's in the mood for giving. Go with your feelings and you'll be surprised at what's at your
command.
28Ò™25'
22 Mar ¡ Å ¡ 07:46 am EST Tran-Nat
It may be easy to get into a debate, as there's an edge of contentiousness upon you, but if
you do, make it about issues and not personalities. Your first instinct or reaction may need
refining, so don't put your bets on the first hand you are dealt. Patience with yourself and
others will reveal what cards to play.
00Òš00'
22 Mar ¡ Â š 10:36 am EST Tran-Tran
Emotional seriousness, a sober orientation, and a practical awareness of the nature of time:
these are keynotes of your deepest feelings now. There is a tendency to be too strict with
yourself, to insist that whatever does not contribute to security and other long-term goals is
trivial. Ambition is intensified.
01Òš40'
22 Mar ¡ Â ¬ 01:33 pm EST Tran-Nat
A really good time of the month to start working on getting noticed, as it will be happening of
itself from afar. Good words about you are getting around that will work their way directly into
your life next week, so help them out where you can. Put your wares out where people can
see them, and they'll snap you up.
01Òš40'
22 Mar ¡ Â 10 01:33 pm EST Tran-Nat
Quick lunar transit brings passing notoriety, an unexpected word from without that lets you
know they're watching you, and not always when you're expecting it. When you raise your flag,
anyone can see it, and often does, but not often with import.
02Òš01'
22 Mar ¡ Å ¢ 02:11 pm EST Tran-Tran
Uncertainty and shifting grounds can mark the day's outcomes, and confidence may retreat in
the face of a challenge. Confrontation is the wrong game to play, but pulling out entirely is
equally unsuitable. Make judicious compromise now and the resulting situation will improve,
but don't chase diminishing returns.
03Òš22'
22 Mar ¡ Å - 04:34 pm EST Tran-Nat
It may be hard to take care of yourself when others at home or at work are insisting on
attention. Do what you can to burn both ends of the candle, but don't push too hard, you'll just
drain yourself without actually accomplishing all you want on either front. Just in time and just
enough are quite sufficient.
10Òš05'
23 Mar ¡ Å § 04:21 am EST Tran-Nat
Don't let negative thinking get you down -- criticism for its own sake is a waste of time. Lack of
confidence can take the wind out of your sails, so believe in yourself even when others don't.
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Sail straight and true through the currents of self-doubt and ignore the sometimes jealous
remarks of others who would see you give up.

11Òš58'
23 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 07:37 am EST Tran-Tran
A good day for small adventures, but don't push it into weirdness. New tastes and
experiences are easy to come upon and, once tried, may stick with you for a longtime.
Nothing ventured, nothing gained, but don't sell the farm on a hunch. The environment is
volatile but not threatening, sort of a gently bouncing ride.
13Òš22'
23 Mar ¡ Æ £ 10:02 am EST Tran-Tran
If things seem to be running smoothly around you, they are, so let them. Clear
understandings established now will have legs and serve you well as long as you don't push
them. Staying on the conservative side and reconfirming old patterns has more potential than
trying to emotionally break the mold.
14Òš37'
23 Mar ¡ Å £ 12:12 pm EST Tran-Nat
Disputes between head and heart can raise issues that consume a lot of time but don't
actually resolve anything. If you can't clarify things quickly, drop the matter and move on.
Resist the impulse to insist -- if it won't untwist, just cease and desist.
18Òš17'
23 Mar ¡ Æ ¦ 06:31 pm EST Tran-Tran
Good feelings may be taken for granted today, so you might go out of your way to appreciate
them. Positive elements today are the little things in life, so invest in the small for the long
haul and you'll be sure of a return. Look to get dividends, not a big turnover, and you'll be
right in the flow as they grow.
20Òš38'
23 Mar ¡ Ä ª 10:31 pm EST Tran-Nat
There's a feeling that the Force is with you, and if you lay back and let circumstances float
your boat, it most certainly is. Simply will away obstacles and they will crumble in your path.
Envision what you need and it will appear for you right on time. Have faith, and you will have
had reason to.
03Ò‘22'
23 Mar ¢ Â - 10:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
This particular season of the year especially smiles on your endeavors and others look to you
at least briefly for leadership. Exercise it promptly before the feeling around you fades, and
you can find yourself ensconced there year round. The spotlight is on, step into it.
03Ò‘22'
23 Mar ¢ Â 01 10:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
Your physical solar cycle is at its high, which should bring a lot of personal energy and activity
that allows you to push your personal influence beyond its regular boundaries. Extra energy
and confidence allow you to put out at above-normal rate.
22Òš09'
24 Mar ¡ Æ © 01:06 am EST Tran-Nat
One dream at a time, small hopes compounding to become great expectations, that's the
road to your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. All-consuming fantasies have their place,
but building possible dreams now can make the impossible one walk right in later. Dream a
little dream, for you....
22Òš38'
24 Mar ¡ Â 11 01:55 am EST Tran-Nat
Personal acceptance is a step beyond the norm and it gives you a boost, a flirtation with
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excellence that can fill out if followed up after. If commitment backs off, however, let it -- it's
not something you can pin down if it chooses to flee.

24Òš51'
24 Mar ¡ Ä ¨ 05:42 am EST Tran-Nat
Taking the unbeaten path can net you a short cut that saves time and money, so think your
way out of the box and don't be afraid to take an original leap. If you keep your feet on the
ground, you can be a lightning rod for new ideas that will go to the bank with your name on
them. It's that ten percent inspiration time, sublet the 90 percent perspiration to someone else.
25Òš21'
24 Mar ¡ Ä ¢ 06:32 am EST Tran-Nat
The Moon is in your element, and so are you. Like minds and hearts gravitate toward you -together you could rule the world, or ought to. Use this smooth energy to make big strides,
conquer new ground so you'll be in ever better position when the situation is less ideal. Make
time.
28Òš25'
24 Mar ¡ Æ ¡ 11:41 am EST Tran-Nat
Your sense of the situation is probably pretty accurate, especially if you're telling yourself to
let sleeping dogs lie, and allow general agreement to form without making a bid deal of it.
Exude emotional stability (or at least pretend to) and you'll find yourself brought in as expert
and friend.
00Ò›00'
24 Mar ¡ Â › 02:22 pm EST Tran-Tran
A sense of emotional coolness or detachment at the personal level, combined with an
emphasis on idealism: such is the nature of the cycle you are now entering. It's ideas that
count for you now, more than narrowly personal concerns - and you may have little tolerance
for people who do not operate at this level. The new, the unusual, the avant garde - these are
the things that instinctively appeal to you.
03Ò›22'
24 Mar ¡ Æ - 07:59 pm EST Tran-Nat
Quiet, low-profile support carries you along. It's a good time to get together with close friends
or acquaintances and just socialize. Communication comes easy, and you can get yourself
across without having to work at it. By joining in the general company, you enjoy the benefits
of all.
04Ò›18'
24 Mar ¡ Æ ¢ 09:33 pm EST Tran-Tran
Taking it easy and letting things happen will let opportunities continue to grow that are already
underway. Situations beginning now will be cooperative and helpful to you as they progress.
A general atmosphere of getting along together prevails and will continue to if you just go with
the flow.
04Ò›30'
24 Mar ¡ Ã § 09:52 pm EST Tran-Tran
The environment is running hot and cold today, and just as you think you're warming up to
someone, they can suddenly turn negative. Similarly, projects undertaken today can turn out
ambivalent and hobbled down the line, so wait, if you can, to make commitments. That, in
itself, is exactly what's in the air.
05Ò›55'
25 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 00:15 am EST Tran-Nat
You are biking with the wind behind you, which gives you extra smooth power that effortlessly
eats up the miles. Keep up the pace without straining so when it's time to take a rest or the
wind changes, you'll have the accomplishment you need under your belt. Sustain without
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strain for the greatest gain.

04Ò‘29'
25 Mar ¢ Ä § 02:04 am EST Tran-Tran
There's a certain pleasure in feeling well-grounded, and this moment would make a firm
foundation for whatever you choose to build upon it. If your plans are already made, it's time
for the cornerstone to be laid. Go with what you've got, as there's a no-frills feeling that's
saying keep it simple, take it slow.
10Ò›05'
25 Mar ¡ Æ § 07:08 am EST Tran-Nat
Showing your feelings may not be the best thing to do right now. Keeping to yourself could
save you from unwanted entanglements. Be staunch, do not stoop to complain, and you will
gain the respect of all for your worldly reticence. Send requests through channels and things
will flow more easily.
18Ò›12'
25 Mar ¤ Å ¦ 07:10 am EST Tran-Tran
An inclination to overdo beyond diminishing returns is fueled by the desire to get things just
right. One more added touch, just another taste, try it once again, until satisfaction goes out
the window. Sometimes less really is more, even if it doesn't seem like it, so backing off may
save you both time and money.
13Òœ11'
25 Mar £ Ô
08:36 am EST Tran-Tran
Mercury Stationary Direct in 12th House
If loss of communications has left you clueless, you can start collecting more reliable
evidence again. When exterior sources fail to provide the information you need, you may
have to rely on your inner resources and come to your own conclusions without external input.
However, if you can avoid tying yourself down, that would be a better choice, as things may
be going on without your knowledge that will surface soon and give you a better handle on
your operations. When the mist clears, you'll have the opportunity to really make yourself
seen and heard.
18Ò“56'
25 Mar ¥ Ä © 08:52 am EST Tran-Tran
Ideal thrusts and parries are easy to make and the show is entertaining enough to make
progress without getting bored. Putting energy into dream-building is just the thing and the
more you put your shoulder into it, the more help you'll get from others you convince to follow
your star. Belief and deeds go hand in hand.
14Ò›37'
25 Mar ¡ Ä £ 02:35 pm EST Tran-Nat
Head and heart go hand in hand and workable solutions are available that feel as good as
they work. You can put emotions into phrases that hit the mark and get your message across
in more than just words. Multilevel thinking enables you to see all sides of the issue and be a
friend and helpmate to all concerned.
18Ò›10'
25 Mar ¡ Å ¦ 08:23 pm EST Tran-Tran
It's easy for everyone to get too wound up in their feelings and you could find yourself chasing
your tail in circles until you fall down. Even if you think you've got a big one on the hook, cut
your line if it takes too long to reel him in. Diminishing returns can tire everyone out, turn hope
to disappointment, so avoid them.
18Ò›47'
25 Mar ¡ Â ¤ 09:24 pm EST Tran-Tran
Charm abounds and an atmosphere of love and desire allows for all sorts of pleasantries and
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can provide the foundations of lots more like it to come, if you go for it now. Directions begun
today can be the start of great friendships, beautiful handiworks, and achievements that bring
both wealth and love.

18Ò›57'
25 Mar ¡ Â © 09:40 pm EST Tran-Tran
A dreamy state of affairs marks the surroundings and it may be difficult to pin things down or
get anyone else to, either. Fantasy is favored, along with speculation, hopefulness, and
prayer. Anything you try to formalize won't stay that way, so it's a better day for imagination
than concrete efforts.
19Ò›15'
25 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 10:09 pm EST Tran-Tran
Today has strength and energy written all over it - a good time for a power breakfast, lunch, or
dinner and getting down to brass tacks on deals you want to see really pick up speed. Or a
good time for just getting out there and getting physical. A strong stride established today will
take you all the way to the finish line.
19Ò›33'
25 Mar ¡ Â 12 10:38 pm EST Tran-Nat
Skullduggery may be afoot and you may get just enough of a peak to take precautions, but
not enough to be really sure of its focus. Sudden decisions now can turn to disaster easily, so
cover perimeters, wait for the action.
18Ò›57'
26 Mar ¤ Â © 01:30 am EST Tran-Tran
Mystery holds much appeal and the more difficult it is to put a finger on, the more people are
going to want it. Dreams, fantasies, fiction, and the generally ineffable are all good sellers,
whoever is buying. A time to be gloriously unspecific and totally undemanding of the suddenly
gossamer fabric of reality.
22Ò›09'
26 Mar ¡ Å © 02:52 am EST Tran-Nat
Illusions and delusions can wear the mask of true inspiration, so thread your way among them
to the truth and don't fall for the first fantasy that comes to mind. Possibilities may evaporate
as quickly as they appear, and that is for the best -- better to let them go than seize on what
will not support you.
24Ò›21'
26 Mar ¡ Ã ¦ 06:26 am EST Tran-Nat
Changing tides of feeling can make you a little uncertain of the mark, as intuitive answers
alternately overwhelm the question or leave it high and dry. Snap decisions are probably not
a great idea, so take several measurements before you come to a conclusion. By the time
that's done, the waters will have quieted down.
26Ò›45'
26 Mar ¡ Æ ª 10:19 am EST Tran-Tran
A sense of easy power without display makes working behind the scenes easier and waiting
for rewards more profitable. If you know you're going to win, you needn't show it, and all kinds
of competition and conflict is avoided. That goes for the rest of the world, too -- win-win is
definitely the way to go.
27Ò›41'
26 Mar ¡ Ã ¤ 11:49 am EST Tran-Nat
So near, yet so far away. You may find your reach exceeds your grasp, and like King
Tantalus, the grapes you seek are just beyond your fingertips. Don't strain yourself stretching,
be content with what's at hand until they move closer, which they will. Just keep a positive
attitude, so they won't be sour grapes when they finally fall into your lap.
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05Ò‘55'
26 Mar ¢ Ä ¥ 12:44 pm EST Tran-Nat
Support for your efforts and projects underway runs strong. It's a good time to make the most
of it and put on some speed. Obstacles are more easily overcome with the will help of others,
and confidence has a power all its own to spell success. Share the burden, take turns, let the
energy flow your way.
00Òœ00'
26 Mar ¡ Â œ 03:33 pm EST Tran-Tran
Your life takes on a kind of mystical quality at the emotional and instinctive levels now.
Dreams and illusions, forgiveness, and understanding human frailties: these things arouse
deep feelings. The past and the future intermingle, and the barriers between people dissolve there is the key to the greater psychic and spiritual sensitivity you feel now.
19Ò›33'
26 Mar ¤ Â 12 03:48 pm EST Tran-Nat
What you don't know might just be helping you right now, as what's happening behind your
back is moving in your favor and all will come out happily when it's laid bare. What lurks in
your dreams will have a way of becoming reality soon enough.
01Òœ40'
26 Mar ¡ Æ ¬ 06:14 pm EST Tran-Nat
Good word about you comes from places you don't expect and may not even notice, but it's
there nevertheless. Small compliments amass to build your position, and the more gracious
you are about it, the more often they will come. What begins nearby spreads afar in time, and
your reputation will proceed you.
19Ò›48'
26 Mar ¤ Ä ¥ 09:41 pm EST Tran-Tran
The energy to do what it takes to get what you want is easily at hand, so take a big scoop and
enjoy. Effortless give and take are in the atmosphere, so seek out mutually beneficial moves
and plug right in, no struggle necessary. Projects or commitments begun now will turn out
joyful and eminently satisfying for all.
05Òœ55'
27 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 01:04 am EST Tran-Nat
If you find yourself being pushed into situations that tax your limits, make sure they're worth
the energy you expend. Repetitive stress injury, so to speak, is something you want to avoid,
so do enough to get the job done properly and no more. The price of perfection may be
dislocation elsewhere, so don't overdo it.
12Òœ11'
27 Mar ¡ Â ¨ 11:06 am EST Tran-Tran
Unstable currents abound in the world's affairs and sudden outbursts can be expected -- be
they temper fits, sudden annoyances, or cries of "Eureka!" Surprises that startle, realizations
that turn you around, and new emotional experiments all are going on. Good for adventure,
just keep your eye out.
13Òœ24'
27 Mar ¡ Â £ 01:03 pm EST Tran-Tran
Time to be quick and make smart deals as the intellectual pace around you quickens. Where
you can put emotions into words, you will be at the top of the heap, as that's going to be the
way to connect and build on your connections right now. Feelings get aired and a greater
sense of control and satisfaction results.
18Òœ02'
27 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 08:26 pm EST Tran-Tran
Emotional tides are strong and upbeat, and all you have to do is ride them as if you were born
to sail. Foundations laid today will be firm and supportive and continue to evolve that way.
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Feelings of friendship abound and it's easy to see the good side of anyone -- just remember
there may be other sides, too.

20Òœ25'
28 Mar ¡ Å ¥ 00:14 am EST Tran-Tran
Feelings and actions at cross-purposes make this day's blank slate one that you might not
want to write much on, but just write it off. Under any circumstances, don't be hasty, and try
not to repeat yourself too many times because you didn't hit the mark with the first shot.
Accept uncertainty, and certainty will arrive soon enough.
20Òœ38'
28 Mar ¡ Ã ª 00:34 am EST Tran-Nat
Stop and go traffic is a fact of life, so don't let it get to you. When you just can't push through,
wait a bit and things will clear ahead, then take another step. Resistance is brief but strong,
so avoid small confrontations that will go away on their own. Relax, turn your radio on, and
blow off the bumper to bumper.
22Òœ09'
28 Mar ¡ Ä © 03:00 am EST Tran-Nat
Use the everyday reality around you as fuel for the ideal world of your imagination and you'll
find yourself a general inspiration to all. When hope and belief are applied hands-on to the
real world, the inner self can make its mark on the outer and the stuff of dreams coming true
becomes your instrument to play.
24Òœ51'
28 Mar ¡ Ã ¨ 07:19 am EST Tran-Nat
Occasional outbursts can get your "startle reflex" going and you may feel a bit jumpy for no
particular reason. Welcome or unwelcome, surprises could be around the corner, so perk up
your ears and give a listen so you won't get taken by surprise. Those footsteps you hear
might herald welcome aid or annoying trouble.
25Òœ21'
28 Mar ¡ Ã ¢ 08:07 am EST Tran-Nat
This is the time during the lunar month that is closest to the "pits." Most likely time to catch
cold, get overlooked, find yourself ignored. Energy is low and efforts are more ineffectual than
usual -- either push twice as hard or take the day off and wait for improvement. You'll be back
in style in no time.
20Ò“38'
28 Mar ¥ Å ª 09:21 am EST Tran-Nat
Confrontations that repeat themselves are real energy drains. Avoid them, even when they
don't avoid you. If you can't hammer out a victory in the first couple of exchanges, the fight is
not worth it. Diminishing returns can only eat up precious resources, so leave it for later and
try another tack.
26Òœ45'
28 Mar ¡ Å ª 10:21 am EST Tran-Tran
Skullduggery may be afoot, and, at any rate, those out for their own ends at all costs are to be
avoided. And, avoid being one yourself. The inclination to beat a dead horse and use
repeated force to no avail is really self-defeating, although tempting. When in doubt, back off
and let others waste their efforts.
28Òœ25'
28 Mar ¡ Â ¡ 12:59 pm EST Tran-Nat
A good time to wind up projects, particularly emotional ones; this point of completion bears
the next month's beginnings and allows you to regear to start things up anew. Look ahead at
the next few days to see how quickly to reengage or just take a break. Consult your Lunar
Return chart to see what the next month will bring.
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00Ò‘00'
28 Mar ¡ Â ‘ 03:32 pm EST Tran-Tran
You're entering a phase of emotional directness and impulsiveness now, one marked by
forceful and powerful feelings. Emotional beginnings, a fresh start, perhaps the establishment
of new habit patterns - make sure they're good ones, because they'll set the tone for you for
quite some time to come!
01Ò‘40'
28 Mar ¡ Å ¬ 06:11 pm EST Tran-Nat
Getting noticed and getting the job done may not seem to go hand in hand, as personal
issues may overlap professional obligations. Don't expect the best of both worlds, but make
sure you get your piece of each. Personal and partner issues will dominate for the moment.
You can pick up on the rest later.
03Ò‘22'
28 Mar ¡ Â - 08:55 pm EST Tran-Nat
This is a really good time of the month to get noticed, so get out there and take charge.
Things will generally get busier, reserve extra time on your schedule for unanticipated
appointments or prolonged, profitable personal engagements. The spotlight turns up, and
you're on stage -- perform!
03Ò‘22'
28 Mar ¡ Â 01 08:55 pm EST Tran-Nat
Monthly lunar peak gives momentary boost to ego and confidence, a brief reminder of how
good you can be when you're on. Observation now will let you do it with greater regularity -shine, but remember how you did it so it becomes a habit.
04Ò‘26'
28 Mar ¡ Ä § 10:36 pm EST Tran-Tran
There's a certain stability in the general atmosphere that makes it safe to say what you feel,
but not too much. Conservation of emotion might be the phrase. It's a time to be mutually
reassuring, rather than wildly supportive; projects launched will be stable, though, perhaps not
very showy.
05Ò‘55'
29 Mar ¡ Ä ¥ 01:00 am EST Tran-Nat
This is a good time to establish your physical stride at its best, a broad, loping run that eats
up the miles of life. Pick a preferred pace that you can live up to, and your energy level will
actually rise and your accomplishments blossom. Wise, intuitive decisions make you fuel
efficient with energy to burn.
08Ò‘35'
29 Mar ¡ Â ¢ 05:16 am EST Tran-Tran
New Moon in 01st House
This New Moon marks a time of personal beginnings, when you find yourself shot into the
limelight and all eyes turn toward you to see what you're going to do next. This may be
somewhat startling, as it's rather different than what last month brought, and you will need to
step up and display your self-confidence in a way that wasn't called on before. In a volatile
situation you will need to have your wits about you as you will have a particularly high profile.
The trick is to handle it with grace and not let it go to your head, as this too shall pass and
you'll want to look back on a performance that maximized the opportunities dropped into your
lap.
22Ò›09'
29 Mar ¤ Å © 05:46 am EST Tran-Nat
Those who hang on your every word can also hang you up and drain you dry without so much
as a thank-you. If putting your dreams on display evokes criticism, keep them to yourself -there's no need to see your visions trampled. Set them aside and let them mature and you'll
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soon find plenty to share and enliven them.

10Ò‘05'
29 Mar ¡ Â § 07:42 am EST Tran-Nat
Sudden realization of overall requirements and dimensions can give you a better handle on
what's really. Clear demands are more easily met and you know where you stand when the
possible and impossible are sorted out. Limitations become clear, so they become easier to
work around.
14Ò‘37'
29 Mar ¡ Ã £ 02:59 pm EST Tran-Nat
It's a time for counterintuitive solutions, so think outside of the box, that is likely where the
answers lie. If it feels right, it's probably not, so don't jump to conclusions based on a hunch.
Bat ideas and feelings back and forth and look at both sides of the issue before you reach to
a final conclusion.
19Ò‘04'
29 Mar ¡ Æ © 10:10 pm EST Tran-Tran
Words may convey a bit more emotional meaning than usual, as under-the-radar
communication makes inner messages clear. Spiritual deeds are done without a second
thought and life as usual has a certain glow. Filling out earlier-imagined schemes pays off and
keeping good company comes with ease.
21Ò‘35'
30 Mar ¡ Æ ¥ 02:16 am EST Tran-Tran
A firm, easy gait marks the day if you let the energy around you carry you along without
questioning it too much. That will be the general spirit of things, and if you join in it can get
you into situations with staying power that do not need extra energy to sustain long-term. Let
the general pace set yours.
23Ò‘07'
30 Mar ¡ Æ ¤ 04:46 am EST Tran-Tran
It's a good day for agreements and generally patting each other on the back -- or, maybe, for
scratching each other's backs. It will be easy to see eye-to-eye, and shared goals and
feelings can be put into action to bring later results. Mutual investment, mutual trust, and
relaxed progress are all in the atmosphere.
24Ò‘21'
30 Mar ¡ Ä ¦ 06:46 am EST Tran-Nat
Sometimes you just know it's right and jump without hesitation. Right now that can put you
well ahead of the game, as a good sense of what will work finds something sensible to work
with. The general feeling all around is that your plan is the best one, so take advantage and
move as far as you can.
26Ò‘45'
30 Mar ¡ Ä ª 10:42 am EST Tran-Tran
A sure confidence that all will be well, whatever happens, fills the air, and faith in yourself and
others is exactly what will make that come true. A great day for starting things that require
sustained confidence and follow-through. Mutual assurance breeds conviction and a platform
for all to share.
27Ò‘41'
30 Mar ¡ Ä ¤ 12:13 pm EST Tran-Nat
Ask and you shall receive. 'Tis the season, while it lasts (for a day or so), so if you want it, go
for it. Part of it is about intuitively knowing just what to ask for, what's really available, and
who's in the mood for giving. Go with your feelings and you'll be surprised at what's at your
command.
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00Ò’00'
30 Mar ¡ Â ’ 04:02 pm EST Tran-Tran
A feeling of being at peace and stable on the emotional level comes into prominence at this
time. Stability and permanence satisfy a deep emotional need. Music is likely to play a more
important role for you than usual, and a period of material acquisition can satisfy a deep
yearning to be free from want.
10Ò‘05'
30 Mar ¢ Â § 05:51 pm EST Tran-Nat
Restrictions that have held you back may suddenly give way and open new vistas for
personal and financial development. Ride it for a day or two and get the most out of it. It's
more likely to be a glimpse rather than the final breakthrough, but it's something to set your
sights on.
01Ò’40'
30 Mar ¡ Ä ¬ 06:46 pm EST Tran-Nat
Health and wealth conspire to put you on the map, so tend your resources and they will tend
you. Fitness and energy is as important as what's in your wallet, and that alone can give you
the appearance of success. Make sure the daily routine is fine-tuned and you'll be hearing
about it from admirers.
04Ò’24'
30 Mar ¡ Å § 11:18 pm EST Tran-Tran
Sour grapes can be today's flavor, and if you run into something that displeases, just drop it -don't push it past the edge. People are feeling insecure, so avoid encouraging any negativity
you encounter. New directions are not in order, as they won't go far, so wait just a bit longer to
start your engine.
24Ò›21'
31 Mar ¤ Ã ¦ 09:39 am EST Tran-Nat
If your enthusiasm seems to strike out in one inning, just move on to the next and then swing
away. Not every pitch has home run written on it, but there's one coming right down the
middle with your name on it if you stay in play. The crowd may be fickle, but it's what you do
with your bat that counts in the end.
12Ò’24'
31 Mar ¡ Æ ¨ 12:40 pm EST Tran-Tran
A good day for small adventures, but don't push it into weirdness. New tastes and
experiences are easy to come upon and, once tried, may stick with you for a longtime.
Nothing ventured, nothing gained, but don't sell the farm on a hunch. The environment is
volatile but not threatening, sort of a gently bouncing ride.
14Ò’58'
31 Mar ¡ Æ £ 04:59 pm EST Tran-Tran
If things seem to be running smoothly around you, they are, so let them. Clear
understandings established now will have legs and serve you well as long as you don't push
them. Staying on the conservative side and reconfirming old patterns has more potential than
trying to emotionally break the mold.
15Ò’08'
31 Mar ¡ Â 02 05:16 pm EST Tran-Nat
Lunar finance peak brings a flurry of monetary activity, perhaps a quick find or mini-crisis, but
it passes quickly. Keep its brevity in mind so you don't lay heavy bets on a passing fancy,
unless other longer-range cycles are much in focus with this as trigger.
17Ò’43'
31 Mar ¡ Ã ¦ 09:40 pm EST Tran-Tran
Rip tides of emotion swing and sway today, so make sure you don't get carried away in the
undertow. The surroundings are turbulent but highly positive, so in order to pick up on them
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you may have to tighten your focus -- be ready to hop on board as the train rushes past.
When it's over, it leaves everyone breathless.
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